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Collagen is a ubiquitous protein with remarkable mechanical properties. It is highly elastic,
shows large fracture strength and enables substantial energy dissipation during deforma-
tion. Most of the connective tissue in humans consists of collagen ﬁbrils composed of
a staggered array of tropocollagen molecules, which are connected by intermolecular
cross-links. In this study, we report a three-dimensional coarse-grained model of collagen
and analyze the inﬂuence of enzymatic cross-links on the mechanics of collagen ﬁbrils.
Two representatives immature and mature cross-links are implemented in the mesoscale
model using a bottom-up approach. By varying the number, type and mechanical proper-
ties of cross-links in the ﬁbrils and performing tensile test on the models, we system-
atically investigate the deformation mechanisms of cross-linked collagen ﬁbrils. We ﬁnd
that cross-linked ﬁbrils exhibit a three phase behavior, which agrees closer with experi-
mental results than what was obtained using previous models. The ﬁbril mechanical
response is characterized by: (i) an initial elastic deformation corresponding to the collagen
molecule uncoiling, (ii) a linear regime dominated by molecule sliding and (iii) the second
stiffer elastic regime related to the stretching of the backbone of the tropocollagen
molecules until the ﬁbril ruptures. Our results suggest that both cross-link density and
type dictate the stiffness of large deformation regime by increasing the number of
interconnected molecules while cross-links mechanical properties determine the failure
strain and strength of the ﬁbril. These ﬁndings reveal that cross-links play an essential role
in creating an interconnected ﬁbrillar material of tunable toughness and strength.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
nd/3.0/).
r Atomistic and Molecular Mechanics (LAMM), Department of Civil and Environmental
hnology, 77 Massachusetts Ave., Room 1-290, Cambridge, 02139 MA, USA.
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Collagens constitute a family of proteins that represent the
main component of connective tissue of vertebrates, making
up about 25% to 35% of the body's protein content (Fratzl,
2008; Kadler et al., 2007). They are ubiquitous proteins
responsible for maintaining the structural integrity and
mechanical function of tissues in most multicellular organ-
isms. Collagens have been identiﬁed in mammal tissues in
more than 27 forms (Van der Rest and Garrone, 1991). The
variety in their composition and organization satisﬁes the
broad mechanical requirements for a range of function and
loading conditions (Fratzl, 2008; Ottani et al., 2002). Among
these different forms, type I collagen is the most abundant in
the human body. It has a ﬁbrillar structure that provides the
structural basis to resist tensile, shear or compression forces
and can mainly be found in structural tissues such as skin,
tendons, ligaments, blood vessels cartilage and in the organic
part of bones and teeth (Fratzl, 2008; Shoulders and Raines,
2009).
Most of the mechanical properties of these tissues depend
on the nanostructure of collagen molecules and their interac-
tions. The type I collagen molecule is composed of three
polypeptides chains (two α1 and one α2 chains) that form a
300 nm long triple helix. The molecules assemble in a quarter-
staggered fashion into thin (20–500 nm) and long (41 mm)
ﬁbrils (Fratzl, 2008; Parry and Craig, 1977). In the ﬁbrils, the
tropocollagen molecules are entangled in a very particular
fashion, as demonstrated recently by in situ by X-ray crystal-
lography (Orgel et al., 2006; Nair et al., 2013; Gautieri et al.,
2011). Collagen ﬁbrils constitute the main building block of
many structural tissues, such as bone ligament, tendon
and skin.
The ﬁbrillar structure is stabilized by several posttransla-
tional modiﬁcations that allow the formation of intermole-
cular and interﬁbrillar cross-links. There are two main types
of intermolecular cross-links. The ﬁrst type is the result of an
enzymatic reaction (Viguet-Carrin et al., 2006; Eyre and Wu,
2005; Bailey et al., 1998). It is initiated by the enzyme lysyl-
oxidase acting on speciﬁc lysine amino-acids of the non-
helical ends of a collagen molecule (N- or C-telopeptide; Knott
and Bailey, 1998). The resulting allysine reacts with a speciﬁc
lysine of an adjacent molecule to form an immature divalent
intermolecular bond (Tanzer, 1968). Over time, these divalent
cross-links further react with another telopeptide aldehyde
group to form a trivalent mature bond linking three tropo-
collagen molecules (Viguet-Carrin et al., 2006; Eyre and Wu,
2005; Bailey et al., 1998). In addition to this main cross-link
formation pathway, other cross-links may form from the
reaction of allysines, lysines and histidines (Svensson et al.,
2013).The second cross-link type results from Advanced
Glycation End-products (AGEs). Unlike enzymatic cross-links
that are conﬁned in the terminal domains, AGEs can form in
several locations along the length of the collagen (Gautieri
et al., 2014). Most factors playing a role in the formation of
AGEs remain unknown.
The multiple sources and pathways leading to AGEs
formation and their wide variety of chemical structure are
not fully characterized yet (Viguet-Carrin et al., 2006; Baileyet al., 1998; Bailey, 2001). It has been shown that enzymatic
cross-links are essential in the formation and function of
collagen ﬁbrils by stabilizing the structure whereas AGEs
accumulate with age and diabetes and may impair ﬁbrils
normal function (Bailey et al., 1998; Gautieri et al., 2014;
Bailey, 2001). Indeed, the presence of AGEs leads to stiffening
and a decrease of viscoelasticity of tendons (Galeski et al.,
1977; Andreassen et al., 1981; Danielsen and Andreassen,
1988; Li et al., 2013), loss of plasticity and toughness in bone
(Zimmermann et al., 2011; Tang and Vashishth, 2011), and
stiffening and increased fragility in cartilage tissues (Verzijl
et al., 2002).
In this study, we focus only on enzymatic cross-links. The
concentration and chemistry of enzymatic cross-links in the
matrix differs signiﬁcantly depending on the tissue, location
and age and are therefore thought to be function related (Eyre
and Wu, 2005; Bailey et al., 1998). For example, in middle-
age men, the density of trivalent cross-links range from
280 mmol/mol in skin (Saito et al., 1997), 495 mmol/mol in
bone tissue (Saito et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2002; Viguet-Carrin
et al., 2010), 870 mmol/mol in patellar tendon (Svensson et al.,
2013, 2012; Couppé et al., 2009) up to 1800 mmol/mol in
articular cartilage (Saito et al., 1997). Divalent cross-links
density present a similar value across tissues around
1400 mmol/mol (Saito et al., 1997). This suggests that those
characteristics of cross-links are critical for tuning material
mechanical properties. It is for these reasons that we chose to
study the role of the amount and type of enzymatic cross-
links in deﬁning the mechanical properties of collagen ﬁbrils.
Experimental studies have investigated the relationship
between cross-link density and type and the mechanical
properties of collagen ﬁbrils (Svensson et al., 2013; Li et al.,
2013; Yang et al., 2012; Rigozzi et al., 2013; Fessel and
Snedeker, 2009). The size and complex hierarchical structure
of collagen ﬁbrils pose challenges associated with quantifying
the exact amount, type and distribution of cross-links present
in the ﬁbrils and to analyze extensively the deformation
mechanisms involved. Simulation techniques represent an
ideal tool to bring insight at the nanoscale where experi-
mental techniques reach their limits. Full atomistic molecu-
lar modeling techniques have been used successfully to study
the structure and mechanics of cross-linked tropocollagen
molecules (Gautieri et al., 2014; Uzel and Buehler, 2011;
Bourne and Torzilli, 2011). Full atomistic simulations are very
powerful to aid in understanding the nanomechanical
response of cross-linked molecules under loading but are
far too expensive in computational resources to study ﬁbril
mechanics, where multiple molecules are included. Finite
element simulations have been used to overcome these
limitations (Siegmund et al., 2008), but the meshing con-
straints associated with the method make it almost impos-
sible to retain important structural details associated with
the hierarchical characteristics of the collagen ﬁbril. Coarse-
grained models represent a useful alternative to the expen-
sive full-atomistic calculation and allow the reach of nan-
ometer scale samples without considerably compromising
the structure of the collagen molecules.
Two-dimensional coarse-grained models of idealized col-
lagen ﬁbrils have been previously developed to study the
inﬂuence of molecule length, cross-link density and
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(Buehler, 2007, 2008, 2006a). This simple model brought insight
into the strength and failure mode of collagen ﬁbril but cannot
explain the three-phase behavior recently observed in experi-
ments (Svensson et al., 2013). In order to reﬁne the analysis of
the mechanical behavior of the ﬁbrils, we developed a three-
dimensional coarse-grained model for the current study. Using
full atomistic simulation results, we built a model of cross-
linked collagen ﬁbrils, respecting the geometry, entanglement
and periodicity of each constituting tropocollagen molecule.
The coarse grained model includes cross-links in their physio-
logical location. The mechanical response of both collagen
molecules and cross-links are accurately derived from reactive
molecular dynamics simulations with atomistic resolution.
Coarse graining allows signiﬁcant scaling-up of the simulation
capability, attaining length and time scales that are used in
experiments. Using this three-dimensional model, we explored
the inﬂuence of intermolecular cross-linking on the mechanical
behavior of ﬁbrils.2. Material and methods
2.1. Fibril model geometry
The simulations performed in this study were generated
using a mesoscopic model where solvated tropocollagen
molecules are described as a collection of particles interacting
according to multi-body potentials. Further details on the
development of the mesoscopic model can be found in a
series of previous publications (Buehler, 2006a, 2006b).
In the mesoscopic model, collagen microﬁbril geometry is
based on Protein Data Bank entry 3HR2 representing the
microﬁbrillar structure of type I collagen measured in situ
by X-ray crystallography (Orgel et al., 2006). The full atomistic
information of the triple helical tropocollagen molecule isFig. 1 – Creation of the collagen ﬁbril coarse grained model. (A) At
representation in the coarse-grained model (bottom). The molec
(B). (C) Example of divalent and trivalent cross-links in the coarse
and (E) its cross-section. The two tropocollagen molecules in blu
staggering and entanglement of the molecules. The yellow beadsimpliﬁed and represented as a single chain of ‘beads’ or
‘super-atoms’. Every bead in the mesoscopic model repre-
sents several atoms of the full-atomistic model (Fig. 1). The
inﬂuence of solvation water is also taken into account in the
model. This simpliﬁcation allows us to reach time scales of
microseconds and length scales of several hundred nan-
ometers that cannot be achieved using full-atomistic resolu-
tion. The coordinates of the atoms of a single tropocollagen
molecule are averaged using spline approximation along the
length of the molecule. Equidistant beads are then created
along the spline to create the coarse-grained model (Fig. 1A
and B). The distance between the beads is set to an equili-
brium distance r0 of 14.0 Å, which approximates the diameter
of the tropocollagen molecule.
After aligning the molecule along its principal axis, the
ﬁbril is then built by replication of the tropocollagen to form
a cylinder of diameter d¼20 nm (Fig. 1D and E). The periodi-
city of the molecules is given by the X-ray crystallography
measurement (Orgel et al., 2006). The model of the ﬁbril is
built to exhibit ﬁve gap/overlap regions along its length and is
composed of 155 tropocollagen molecules which represent a
total of 33,790 beads. The structure has been built to ensure
its periodicity along the ﬁbril axis (x-axis). During the simula-
tion, the model is replicated by using periodic boundary
conditions along its length to simulate an inﬁnitely long
ﬁbril. The length of the model is larger than a single molecule
length (300 nm) in order to prevent artefactual interactions
between the two ends of a molecule through the periodic
boundaries. The collagen ﬁbrils show the characteristic stag-
gered arrangement as observed in experiments.2.2. Cross-links creation
In this study, we focus on the role of enzymatic cross-links in
the mechanics of collagen ﬁbrils. Experimental analyses ofomistic model of a single tropocollagen molecule (top) and its
ule is 300 nm in length. Details of both models are shown in
-grained model. (D) Coarse-grained model of a collagen ﬁbril
e and red in (D) and (E) have been highlighted to show the
s represent the cross-linked particles as in (C).
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matic cross-links primarily develop between lysine or hydro-
xylysine residues at the ends of tropocollagen molecules
(Viguet-Carrin et al., 2006; Eyre and Wu, 2005; Bailey et al.,
1998; Robins and Bailey, 1977). Enzymatic cross-links form
a covalent bond between side chains of the residues of two
tropocollagen molecules. We study the inﬂuence of divalent
and trivalent cross-links. Divalent and trivalent cross-links
have been assumed to link two and three different collagen
molecules respectively. Based on a distance criterion, the last
bead of a collagen molecule forms a covalent bond with one
or two adjacent molecules to create a divalent or a trivalent
cross-link respectively. Fig. 1C shows a representation of the
collagen cross-links in the model. The amount of both
divalent and trivalent cross-links varies from 0 to 100% where
100% represents two terminal cross-links per collagen mole-
cules (2 mol/mol), which is the maximum number of enzy-
matic cross-links that can be formed per molecule (Eyre and
Wu, 2005). The distribution of the cross-links in the ﬁbril is
generated randomly.
2.3. Coarse-grained model parameterization of collagen
molecules
The total energy of the system is given by the sum of all bond
energy, three-body and pairwise interaction energy as
Etotal ¼ Ebond þ Eangle þ Einter ð1Þ
where Ebond represent the energy contribution due to stretch-
ing, Eangle, the energy due to bending and Einter, the energy
due to intermolecular interactions. Each term is given by the
sum of all the inter-bead interactions of this kind as
Ebond ¼ ∑
bonds
ΦbondðrÞ
Eangle ¼ ∑
angles
ΦangleðφÞ
Einter ¼ ∑
pairs
ΦinterðrÞ ð2Þ
The bonding energy contributions have been modeled
with a bilinear law, to approximate the nonlinear stress-
strain behavior of a single collagen molecule under tensile
loading, as described previously (Buehler and Gao, 2006;
Buehler and Wong, 2007). The force between two particles is
FbondðrÞ ¼ 
∂ΦbondðrÞ
∂r
ð3Þ
where:
∂ΦbondðrÞ
∂r
¼
kð0ÞT ðrr0Þ if ror1
kð1ÞT ðrr0Þ if r1rrorbreak
0 if r4rbreak
8><
>:
ð4Þ
where kð0ÞT and k
ð1Þ
T are spring constants for the small and large
deformations. The stretching energy ΦbondðrÞ is given by
integrating FbondðrÞ over the radial distance.
The bending energy contributions of triplets of particles
are deﬁned by:
ΦangleðφÞ ¼ 12kBðφφiÞ2 ð5Þ
where kB has been computed based on the bending stiffness
of the molecule (Buehler, 2006a, 2006b). The parameter φi
represents the equilibrium angle between two beads of thecoarse-grained model. Several different equilibrium angles
have been selected in order to mimic a collagen molecule's
initial geometry (Fig. 1B). The angles have been measured on
the coarse-grained model representing a single collagen
molecule and rounded to the nearest integer to reduce the
number of variables. This results in eight equilibrium angles,
ranging from 170 to 1801.
Intermolecular interactions are modeled by the Lennard–
Jones (LJ) potential:
ΦinterðrÞ ¼ 4εLJ
σLJ
r
 12
 σLJ
r
 6 
ð6Þ
where σLJ is the distance parameter and εLJ the energy parameter
which determine the strength of the intermolecular adhesion
without the presence of any cross-links (Buehler, 2006b).
The inﬂuence of water has been taken into account during
the ﬁtting of the coarse-grained parameters with full-
atomistic results and is not explicitly modeled here. No
viscosity has been included here and its inﬂuence will be
analyzed in a subsequent study.
All coarse-grained parameters for solvated tropocollagen
molecules are summarized in Table 1.
2.4. Coarse-grained model parameterization of cross-links
The cross-link properties are modeled using a bottom-up
approach, in which we incorporate results from earlier work
into the model. We selected two representative structures of
divalent and trivalent cross-links (dehydro-lysino-norleucine
and Lysyl-pyridinoline (Eyre and Wu, 2005)) and created a full
atomistic model using Material studio 4.4 (Accelerys, Inc.)
(Fig. 2). The mechanical behavior of the cross-links has been
assessed by steered molecular dynamics in LAMMPS (Plimpton,
1995). Using ReaxFF reactive force ﬁeld, we are able to evaluate
the mechanical behavior of the cross-links until failure (Fig. 2).
For the trivalent cross-link, a tensile test has been per-
formed in the three possible directions. Due to very similar
behavior, the mechanical response of the cross-link has been
averaged and ﬁt to a single set of bond parameters in its
coarse-grained representation. The responses of the cross-
links have been assumed to be bilinear. Fibrils models have
been built with the parameters of the cross-links presented in
Table 1. To explore the inﬂuence of cross-links mechanical
properties, we also build three ﬁbril models with cross-links
densities of 20%, 60% and 100% where the stiffness of the
cross-links has been increased by multiplying the tensile
stiffness parameters of trivalent cross-links by a factor two;
all other parameters remain the same.
2.5. Simulation parameters and procedure
All molecular dynamics simulations are performed using the
LAMMPS code (Plimpton, 1995). The integration time step is
Δt¼10 fs. Equilibration calculation is carried out in NPT ensem-
ble by applying Nose–Hoover thermostat set to 300 K and
Hoover barostat set to 0 Pa along ﬁbril length. Relaxation times
for the thermostat and barostat are ﬁxed to 1 and 10 ps
respectively. Tensile loading is applied within the NVT ensem-
ble. A single ﬁbril is equilibrated in vacuum for 20 ns and the
structure reaches the equilibrium state with no further
Fig. 2 – Characterization of cross-links mechanical properties. Force–displacement response of (A) divalent and (B) trivalent
cross-links computed by full atomistic reactive molecular dynamics. The arrows on the atomistic representations of the cross-
links represent the directions of the tensile tests performed on the molecules. The dashed lines correspond to the
parameterization used in the mesoscale model.
Table 1 – Summary of the parameters used in the mesoscopic molecular model of collagen (1 kcal mol1 Å1¼69.479 pN).
System Parameters Value
Collagen Equilibrium bead distance (r0 Å) 14.00
Critical hyperelastic distance (r1, Å) 18.20
Bond breaking distance (rbreak, Å) 21.00
Tensile stiffness parameter (k0, kcal mol
1 Å2) 17.13
Tensile stiffness parameter (k1, kcal mol
1 Å2) 97.66
Equilibrium angle, (θ0, degree) 170.0 to 180.0
Bending stiffness parameter (kb, kcal mol
1 rad2) 14.98
Dispersive parameter (ε, kcal mol1) 6.87
Dispersive parameter (σ, Å) 14.72
Divalent cross-links Equilibrium bead distance (rd0, Å) 10.00
Critical hyperelastic distance (rd1, Å) 12.00
Bond breaking distance (rdbreak, Å) 14.68
Tensile stiffness parameter (kd0, kcal mol
1 Å2) 0.20
Tensile stiffness parameter (kd1, kcal mol
1 Å2) 41.84
Trivalent cross-links Equilibrium bead distance (rt0, Å) 8.60
Critical hyperelastic distance (rt1, Å) 12.20
Bond breaking distance (rtbreak, Å) 14.89
Tensile stiffness parameter (kt0, kcal mol
1 Å2) 0.20
Tensile stiffness parameter (kt1, kcal mol
1 Å2) 54.60
Mass of each mesoscale particle, atomic mass units 1358.7
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bead positions. We also ensure that the ﬁbril length after
equilibration remains similar for all models to conﬁrm the
stability of the model and to prevent any folding of the ﬁbril.
Despite the relaxation along the ﬁbril axis, the length variation
between the different models is minimal (o0.35%). A visual test
was performed in addition to guarantee the conservation of the
ﬁbrillar geometry. After equilibration calculation, the structure
displays the characteristic D-period of collagen ﬁbrils in agree-
ment with experiments (Wenger et al., 2007; Hulmes et al., 1981;
Hulmes, 2002). To model tensile deformation of collagen ﬁbril
we apply homogenous strain to the entire ﬁbril model along the
x-axis with the equivalent strain rate of 107 s1 (3.3 m/s). This
strain rate is ﬁve orders of magnitude larger than what is
commonly used experimentally for stretching collagen materialas the consequence of the timescale limitation of the molecular
model. Total times spans of several microseconds are the most
that can be simulated because of the small integration time
step. We use the virial stress to compute the stress tensor (Tsai,
1979) for analysis of the strain–stress behavior of the ﬁbril and
collagen molecules.2.6. Visualization and data analysis
The ﬁbril models are created with Matlab R2010a (Mathworks
Inc., Natick, MA).Visualization of the simulation is performed
with VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996). Stress–strain curves are
computed from the box size and the virial-stress of the
particles given by the LAMMPS code.
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3.1. Deformation and mechanical response of cross-linked
collagen ﬁbril in stretching
To understand how collagen ﬁbrils respond to stretching
forces, we apply uniaxial tensile strain to deform the ﬁbril
model and record the reaction stress as a function of the
applied strain. Stress-strain responses have been divided into
up to ﬁve regions to facilitate the analysis of the mechanical
response of the ﬁbril (Fig. 3A). We obtain the toughness of the
ﬁbril by measuring the area under the stress-strain curve,
until ultimate strength (as shown by the gray area in Fig. 3A).
To compute the tangent modulus at various applied strains,
we use a ﬁfth order polynomial function to ﬁt the stress-
strain curve until ultimate strength as shown in Fig. 3A. We
take the ﬁrst derivative of the function to evaluate the
modulus as shown in Fig. 3B. For a typical cross-linked ﬁbril
with normal cross-linked stiffness, the tangent modulus
features two characteristic values. The modulus reaches a
peak at small deformation (Mod1, 5–15% strain), followed by a
minima (Mod2, 20–30% strain).
To better understand the nonlinear mechanics of the
collagen ﬁbril, we carefully investigate the mechanical
response of tropocollagen molecules in stretching by analyz-
ing the simulation trajectory. We correlate their molecular
behavior with the overall force-extension curve, as shown by
the simulation snapshots and schematic of their structural
characteristic in Fig. 4. For strain lower than 2%, the samples
display a characteristic toe region (Figs. 3A and 4, regime 0)
corresponding to the straightening of the ﬁbril, as seen in
experimental studies (Svensson et al., 2013, 2012). The toe
region is followed by an elastic deformation (regime I) until
the yield of the ﬁbril. In regime I, molecular stretching is the
main deformation mechanism in the ﬁbril (Figs. 4, regime I
and 7). Intermolecular adhesion forces act as cohesive forces
that allow a uniform deformation of the ﬁbril, very similar to
the behavior of a single collagen molecule (Buehler andWong,Fig. 3 – (A) Representative stress–strain response of a cross-link
polynomial approximation used to compute the tangent modulu
Regions 0 to IV represent the different deformation mechanism
compute the ﬁbril toughness. (B) Elastic modulus of the ﬁbril as a
reveal three distinct characteristic moduli, referred as Mod1, Mo2007). This deformation regime corresponds to the uncoiling of
the tropocollagen molecules as demonstrated in full-atomistic
simulations (Buehler, 2006b). It accounts for about 80% of the
deformation; the remaining 20% of deformation can be attributed
to surface effects and molecule–molecule sliding.
Yielding occurs at strains around 10–15%. Past the yield
point, the ﬁbril exhibits a second regime (Fig. 4, regime II)
characterized by a lower modulus. The stretching energy
applied to the ﬁbril exceeds the intermolecular interactions,
which are not large enough to support the deformation of the
structure, and the molecules start to slide along each other.
The presence of cross-links restrains the sliding of the mole-
cules and enhances the mechanical properties of the ﬁbril
when compared to pure collagen ﬁbrils. In regime II, molecular
sliding is combined with collagen molecules uncoiling.
Around 30% of deformation, ﬁbrils reach their maximum
stress when the ﬁrst cross-links break. The cross-links rup-
ture induces a relaxation of collagen molecules, which
translates into a decrease of the molecular strain (Fig. 4,
regime IV. Figs. 7 and 8). Failure of the ﬁbril happens through
the progressive intermolecular sliding and rupture of the
cross-links that remain connected.
Before failure, ﬁbrils with high trivalent cross-links density
exhibit a third deformation regime (Fig. 4, regime III). This
regime matches the point where collagen molecules reaches
their second deformation regime characterized by a higher
stiffness (Buehler, 2006b). At this point, molecular backbone
stretching becomes the dominant mechanism of collagen
molecules. This leads to a signiﬁcant increase in the mechan-
ical response of the ﬁbril.3.2. Inﬂuence of cross-links type on ﬁbril mechanics
The stress-strain behaviors of collagen ﬁbril containing diva-
lent and trivalent cross-links with a stiffness calibrated on full
atomistic simulations are shown in Fig. 5A and B respectively.
Except for extreme cross-links densities, ﬁbrils containing
either divalent or trivalent cross-links present a similar bilineared collagen ﬁbril. The dashed line represents the 5th order
s of the ﬁbril along the deformation, as presented in panel B.
s exhibited by the ﬁbril. The gray area has been used to
function of the strain applied to the ﬁbril. Region I, II and III
d2 and Mod3.
Fig. 5 – Stress–strain curve of a collagen ﬁbril containing different density of (A) divalent and (B) trivalent cross-links. The
results show that increasing the cross-link density leads to larger failure stress and toughness. For larger cross-links density,
the second elastic regime of the tropocollagen molecules is activated. Fibrils with high trivalent cross-link density exhibit
a more “brittle-like” behavior.
Fig. 4 – Representative deformation mechanisms and molecular strain level in a cross-linked collagen ﬁbril (50% of cross-
links). In the initial state, the ﬁbril has a wavy shape, the cross-linked areas are contained in equidistant cross-sections of the
ﬁbril (dash lines). (0) The ﬁrst 5% of the deformation correspond to the alignment of the ﬁbril along the pulling direction, which
leads to the toe region of the strain–stress curve. (I) The ﬁbril enters an elastic regime where the collagen molecules display a
higher strain level in the gap than in the overlap region because of the lower molecular density. (II) Around 15% of
deformation, the sliding between the molecules becomes favorable. The molecules connected by the cross-links and forming
the core of the ﬁbril sustain most of the load. (III) If the strength of the cross-links is sufﬁcient, the molecule stretching enters
the deformation mode corresponding to the stretching of their backbone. (IV) The molecular stress exceeds the maximum
stress bearable by either tropocollagen molecule or cross-links that start to break. Most of the molecules return to an unloaded
state while conserving a residual stress.
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cross-link density, ﬁbril stiffness, stress level and toughness
are signiﬁcantly increased in ﬁbrils containing trivalent cross-
links (Fig. 6A, B and D). For a given divalent cross-links density,
these parameters are comparable to trivalent cross-link models
with half the crosslink density. For example, the ultimate
stress of a ﬁbril containing 40% divalent cross-links is similar
to that of a ﬁbril containing 20% trivalent cross-links(0.63 versus 0.64 GPa). The difference of behavior between
divalent and trivalent cross-links is due to a difference in
connectivity of the molecular network; a ﬁbril with certain
amount of divalent cross-links will have similar connectivity as
a ﬁbril with half that amount of trivalent cross-links. The
connectivity between collagen molecules created by the cross-
links inside the ﬁbril is therefore a major determinant of the
ﬁbril's mechanical properties.
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The stress–strain curves for collagen ﬁbril with various cross-
link densities are shown Fig. 5. The ﬁrst elastic regime
presents an elastic modulus similar for all the samples of
5.1970.34 GPa (Fig. 6A) conﬁrming that cross-linking does not
affect the tangential modulus of the ﬁbrils (Li et al., 2013).
Yielding occurs for a strain ranging from 5 to 10% depending
on the cross-links density. In agreement with two dimen-
sional coarse-grained models, yield strain and yield stress are
dependent on cross-link density (Buehler, 2008). Cross-links
delay intermolecular slippage and allow for further deforma-
tion of topocollagen molecules.
For a ﬁbril containing low densities of cross-links (less
than 60% divalent cross-links or less than 40% trivalent cross-
links), the strain-stress response reaches a plateau around
0.5 GPa at the end of regime I and decreases progressively
until total rupture, as reported in experiments (Svensson
et al., 2013; Puxkandl et al., 2002). This plateau corresponds
to the continuous molecular slippage occurring in the ﬁbril
since cross-link density is not large enough to prevent it. For
larger densities, the ﬁbril exhibits the two-phase behavior as
presented in 3.1. In regime II, the deformation is a combina-
tion of intermolecular sliding and molecular uncoiling. The
stiffness of this regime is directly proportional to the cross-
link density (Fig. 6A). Indeed, by connecting the ﬁbrils, theFig. 6 – Change of the mechanical properties of a collagen ﬁbril d
links with increased stiffness are noted trivalent2. (A) Characte
(C) strain at maximum stress εF and (D) toughness of the ﬁbril.cross-links form a network of collagen molecules that can
deform synergistically. This bundle of interconnected mole-
cules forms the “core” of the ﬁbril that will sustain most of
post-yield deformation of the ﬁbril. For a ﬁbril reaching
regime II with low cross-link densities, the ﬁbril core is too
small and poorly connected, and intermolecular sliding is the
main deformation mechanism, which leads to a low stiffness
of the structure. For higher concentrations of cross-links, the
sliding becomes limited due to an increased connectivity in
the structure and the ﬁbril core sustains the deformation. The
higher the cross-link density, the larger the ﬁbril core will be
leading to a higher stiffness of the structure.
In a fully cross-linked ﬁbril (100% or 2 cross-link per
molecules), most of the ﬁbrils are inter-connected. As in
regime I, all molecules stretch synergistically and no clear
transition can be observed (Figs. 4A, 5B and 7B). A similar
behavior has been observed experimentally where cross-links
accumulation leads to a drastic reduction of ﬁber-sliding
which is compensated by an increase in ﬁber-stretching
(Li et al., 2013).
Most of the ﬁbrils reaches their ultimate strength around
35% deformation, when the cross-links start to fail. The
number of broken cross-links is proportional to the cross-
link density (Fig. 8). Both the maximum stress and toughness
of the ﬁbril are linearly dependent on the cross-links density
(Fig. 5B and D). Adding cross-links can signiﬁcantly improveepending on the cross-link density and type. Trivalent cross-
ristic moduli Mod1, Mod2 and Mod3, (B) maximum stress σF,
Fig. 8 – Evolution of the number of collagen broken bonds in the ﬁbril as a function of applied strain, for varying density of
(A) divalent and (B) trivalent cross-links. Collagen molecules start to break around 50% which corresponds to a single collagen
molecule's maximum strain. The amount of broken molecules is proportional to the cross-link density.
Fig. 7 – Average strain at the molecular level in ﬁbrils containing various densities of divalent (A) and trivalent (B) cross-links.
Below 10% strain, all tropocollagen molecules exhibit a similar deformation, which match pure collagen behavior. Beyond
10%, the cross-link's connective role is activated. For low cross-link density, molecule strain reaches a plateau as sliding
becomes the predominant deformation mechanism. For higher densities, molecular strain keeps increasing linearly,
proportional to the cross-link density. Between 40% and 50% deformation, molecular strain decreases as molecules start
to break.
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can be increased up to 2.4 times for divalent cross-links and
up to 3.8 times for trivalent cross-links (Fig. 6B). The tough-
ness is also considerably increased and is up to 6.7 times the
toughness of non-cross-linked collagen when considering
divalent cross-links and up to 9.5 times for trivalent cross-
links (Fig. 6D). Except for ﬁbrils that do not exhibit regime II
(low cross-links density), the collagen ﬁbril reaches a con-
stant fracture strain around 30% (εF ¼ 3172%, Fig. 6C) show-
ing that failure strain is not dependent on cross-link density.
3.4. Inﬂuence of cross-links mechanical properties on ﬁbril
mechanics
To study the role of cross-links mechanical properties on the
ﬁbril behavior, we double the cross-links tensile stiffness in
the models containing 20%, 60% and 100% cross-links. Thestress-strain responses of these models are presented in
Fig. 9.
No signiﬁcant difference can be observed in the response
of the ﬁbril until the end of the second regime showing that
cross-links mechanics does not inﬂuence deformation regime
I and II. The role of cross-links mechanics appears after 30%
deformation where models with 60% and 100% cross-links
exhibit a third deformation regime (Fig. 4, regime III, Mod3),
similar to what have been observed in some experiments
(Svensson et al., 2013). At this point, the collagen molecules
forming the core of the ﬁbril reach their second deformation
regime. Molecular backbone stretching becomes the domi-
nant mechanism of collagen molecules. Since backbone
stretching is characterized by a larger stiffness, this leads to
a stiffening of the structure. Similar to regime II, the stiffness
of the third regime is dependent on ﬁbril core size and
therefore on cross-links density (Fig. 6A).
Fig. 9 – Stress–strain response of a collagen ﬁbril containing
different density of trivalent cross-links with normal (plain
line) and increased cross-links strength (dashed line).
Increasing cross-links strength leads to an increase of the
failure strain of the ﬁbril, which allow the ﬁbril to enter its
third deformation regime.
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strain which increase to 4271% (Fig. 6B) which approach the
ultimate strain of a single collagen molecule (Buehler and
Wong, 2007). A combination of collagen molecules and cross-
links rupture leads to the failure of the ﬁbril.4. Discussion
This study explore the role of cross-links on the mechanics of
type I collagen ﬁbrils. Using a bottom up approach, we built
a mesoscale model of cross-linked collagen ﬁbril based on
both accurate geometry and mechanical properties, allowing
us to analyze the inﬂuence of cross-links type, density and
mechanics on the ﬁbril mechanical response. Under tension,
cross-linked ﬁbrils present up to three different deformation
regimes. The cross-links density inﬂuences the stiffness of
both the second and third deformation regimes. More cross-
links induce a more well-connected structure that can
deform synergistically and take advantage of the mechanical
properties of each single tropocollagen molecules. On the
other hand, cross-link mechanical properties determine
the failure strain of the ﬁbril. It also indirectly determines
the presence of the third deformation regime at the ﬁbril
scale. Indeed, stronger cross-links allow collagen molecules
to deform further, going beyond the complete uncoiling of the
triple helix and reaching the stretching of the molecule
backbone.
The deformation mechanisms of the collagen ﬁbril
described in this study are in good agreement with experi-
mental data at the ﬁbril level (Svensson et al., 2013, 2012).
However, experimental results indicate that ﬁbrils containing
a majority of trivalent cross-links undergo a clear three phase
mechanical response. With our model, the third deformation
regime corresponding to the stiffening of the ﬁbril is only
observed for cross-links with increased strength. Assumingthat the biological sample used experimentally did not with-
stand major structural changes during testing and that the
measured cross-linked density is accurate, this could indicate
that our model either underestimates cross-links mechanical
properties or overestimate tropocollagen stiffness.
The good qualitative agreement of model with experi-
ments shows that cross-linking alone is a major source of
mechanical strength in connective tissue. The molecular
model developed here allows us to explore the mechanisms
behind the three-phase behavior observed experimentally
during a tensile test of collagen ﬁbril. The deformation
mechanisms revealed in this study are in good agreement
with previous full atomistic study of cross-links in the C-
terminal domain of type I collagen (Uzel and Buehler, 2011),
which also conﬁrms the nonlinear three-phase behavior
reported here, suggesting that the collagen molecules are
assembled along their axis in a synergistic way.
From a quantitative point of view, our results slightly over-
estimate the mechanical properties of the ﬁbril. Svensson et al.
reported ﬁbril moduli between 2.2 and 3.5 GPa for small-strain
deformation (Mod1) and around 1.6 and 4.5 GPa for large-strain
deformation (Mod2) of ﬁbril containing divalent and trivalent
cross-links respectively (Svensson et al., 2013). Eppell et al.
reported values lower for the small-strain modulus (0.4–
0.5 GPa) but higher for large-strain modulus (around 12 GPa)
(Eppell et al., 2006). Our values are slightly larger for both small
and large-strain modulus. Possible explanation for this dis-
agreement could be entropic effects that may make the ﬁbril
softer, particularly in the small-deformation regime. Such
entropic effects are partly taken into account in our model but
could be signiﬁcantly larger in experiments. The large deforma-
tion rates used in this study could also explain the differences.
Indeed, atomistic modeling requires the usage of large deforma-
tion rate that often leads to overestimation of forces during
mechanical deformation. Since the model used here is based on
atomistic data, overestimation of the parameters obtained from
molecular dynamic simulation would be transferred throughout
to the multi-scale modeling scheme. Furthermore, the model
described here represents ﬁbrils with a diameter of 20 nm
which is at least four to ﬁve times smaller compared to natural
ﬁbril used in experiments (between 80 and 100 nm in (Svensson
et al., 2013)). A preliminary study revealed that for a diameter
larger than 12 nm, the ultimate strength and tensile modulus of
the ﬁbrils are independent of its diameter (data not shown).
Therefore, we believe that the ﬁbril model used here is large
enough to capture the deformation mechanisms of the struc-
ture. However, the size of the ﬁbril could partly explain the high
modulus compared to experimental values since size-
dependent effects have been highlighted for collagen ﬁbrils
(Shen et al., 2008). Finally, our model represents perfect ﬁbrils
and does not take into account any variability of defect
naturally occurring in biological samples. This is likely to lead
to an over-estimation of the mechanics of the ﬁbril. For that
reason, our results should be taken as an upper boundary of the
behavior of the collagen ﬁbrils.
Another limitation here is that we only considered one type
of cross-link per model. In nature, the cross-link distribution is
more complex and combines divalent and trivalent cross-links
of varying composition at the same time(Viguet-Carrin et al.,
2006; Eyre and Wu, 2005). Cross-links issued from AGE are also
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require further investigation. Here, we focus on the valence
and amount of cross-linking and assume that the atomic
structure does not largely inﬂuence the mechanical properties
of the ﬁbril. This is in contradiction with some experimental
results that found some inﬂuence of the cross-link atomic
composition on the global mechanical properties of bone
tissue (Banse et al., 2002). However, in these experimental
studies, it is possible that the measuring method employed
does not make an inventory of all existing cross-links, making
the relationship between cross-link concentration and
mechanical properties indiscernible. Besides, the cross-link
composition might induce some indirect modiﬁcations in the
ﬁbrillar structure that can be responsible for the alteration the
mechanics of the ﬁbril (modiﬁcation in collagen molecules
staggering, changes of the local molecular conformation or
defaults in mineralization for bone tissue). The purpose of the
variation in cross-link composition remains unclear. Some
hypothesize that the valence of the cross-link is the most
important factor in the strength of the ﬁbril, the structure been
more related to other behavior such as mineralization, turn-
over or thermal and chemical stability (Fratzl, 2008; Eyre and
Wu, 2005; Bailey et al., 1998). Non-collagenous proteins (NCPs)
might also play a role in the ﬁbril mechanics. However, since
most of the NCPs are found in the interﬁbrillar matrix (Cribb
and Scott, 1995; Orgel et al., 2009; Nanci, 1999), we believe they
do not play a major role in a single ﬁbril mechanics.
This study supports the results of previous two-
dimensional mesoscale models that found that cross-links
govern large deformation and fracture mechanics of ﬁbrils
while its inﬂuence on small-deformation mechanics remains
negligible (Buehler, 2008). Here we show that cross-links
density and properties have two distinct roles on the ﬁbril
response, speciﬁcally the stiffness of large deformation
regime for the former and failure strain for the latter. It also
supports the idea that cross-links are essential to reach the
second regime of collagen molecule deformation, corre-
sponding to backbone stretching of the molecules. The pre-
sent study also shows the importance of the three-
dimensional organization of collagen molecules and cross-
links in ﬁbril mechanics, which had not been incorporated in
the previous model.
Improved computational power allowed us to develop
a model with ﬁnite size which can capture the deformation
mechanisms taking place during the tensile deformation of
the ﬁbril. Indeed the 2D periodic sample could not carry size
effect that is partly responsible for the third regime of the
ﬁbril. In earlier work, we also modeled the density variation
by altering the adhesion forces at the end of each tropocolla-
gen molecule. When compared to the present model, it can
be related to a cross-link density of 100% (2 cross-links per
molecules) with different cross-link strength. The discrete
representation of the cross-links used in this study allows us
to shed light on the formation of a core, which, as the
backbone of the ﬁbril, sustains most of the deformation. Such
reﬁnements allow us to mimic experimental results and to
shed light on ﬁbrillar deformation mechanisms.
Our results also support studies showing the inﬂuence of
cross-linking in the mechanical behavior of bone tissue.
Garnero et al. showed that an increase in the mature cross-link content was positively associated with an increase of
ultimate stress and post-yield energy absorption (Garnero
et al., 2006; Garnero, 2012). Similarly, a 50% decrease in
trivalent cross-links is associated with a 26% and 30% reduc-
tion of the bending strength and modulus of cortical bone
(Oxlund et al., 1995). In our model, a similar decrease (from
80% to 40% trivalent cross-links) leads to a reduction of 45%
and 73% of the tensile strength and modulus of the ﬁbril,
respectively.
This study also proves that the maturation of enzymatic
cross-links enhances the mechanical capabilities of the ﬁbrils
as discussed previously (Bailey et al., 1998). Compared to
immature cross-links, the mature form leads to a twofold
increase in the strength and a threefold increase in the
toughness of the ﬁbril for a comparable yield strain. On the
other hand, the ﬁbril reinforced with trivalent cross-links
display a more brittle like behavior. The valence of the cross-
link could be used to modulate the mechanical properties of
the tissue. For example, fetal skin is composed predomi-
nantly of immature cross-links due to high turnover when
greater ﬂexibility is needed. During growth, the tissue is
stabilized with more trivalent cross-links with a correspond-
ing increase in its mechanical properties (Fratzl, 2008;
Yamauchi et al., 1988).5. Conclusion
In this study, we develop a three-dimensional coarse-grained
model of cross-linked collagen ﬁbrils, expanding on earlier
work based on a two-dimensional model, and opening oppor-
tunities to explore many other properties such as bending or
torsion, and ﬁnite size effects. By individually modeling each
cross-link, we are able to explore the inﬂuence of cross-link
properties on the mechanics of collagen ﬁbrils. A cross-linked
ﬁbril undergoes a three phase behavior, allowing large defor-
mation and energy dissipation: (i) an initial elastic deforma-
tion corresponding to the collagen molecule uncoiling, (ii) a
linear regime where intermolecular sliding become predomi-
nant, and (iii) the second stiffer elastic regime which can be
associated with the stretching of tropocollagen molecules
backbone until the ﬁbril ruptures. We report that the second
and third regime stiffnesses are determined by intermolecular
connectivity that is directly dependent on cross-links type
(speciﬁcally their divalent or trivalent nature), and density. We
also show a clear association between cross-links mechanical
properties (stiffness and strength) and the presence of the
third deformation regime and failure strain of the ﬁbril. The
results conﬁrm earlier work that cross-link density governs
post yield and large scale mechanics, and that cross-links
strength governs failure strain. Altogether, density, type and
mechanical properties of the cross-links have a large impact
on the mechanical response of the ﬁbril.Acknowledgments
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